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Technical Specifications

MONTY 3650 TIRE CHANGERS
®

The Hofmann® monty 3650 is specifically designed to change on-road,
RV and bus tires. The monty 3650 is ideal for businesses that maintain
a fleet of vehicles, freight forwarders and bus garages. The monty 3650
can handle 22.5” and 24.5” wheels with standard accessories supplied
and 16” to 19.5” wheels with optional accessories. The monty 3650 is
designed for a single operator and to take up a minimum amount of shop
floor space.

SIMPLE AND QUICK OPERATION
• After mounting the wheel onto the rotating chuck, both beads are
quickly broken using the bead rollers. The tire is then removed using
the same bead rollers

ONE-MAN OPERATION
• The integrated control panel conveniently moves into any position
allowing one person to operate the tire changer

MINIMUM SPACE REQUIREMENT
• The monty 3650 uses less shop space than competitive tire
changers in its class

AFFORDABLY PRICED FOR FLEETS
• Even with a fleet as small as 20 vehicles, the monty 3650 will pay
for itself in the first year

For more information regarding the monty® 3650,
call 800.251.4500 (US) or 501.505.2662 (Canada)
www.hofmann-usa.com / www.hofmann.ca
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may change without notice. ©2016 Snap-on Incorporated. Hofmann is a trademark, registered in the United States and
other countries, of Snap-on Incorporated. All rights reserved. All other marks are marks of their respective holders.
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Part number

monty3650

Wheel clamping diameter

16” - 24.5” (40.6 - 62 cm)

Maximum wheel assembly diameter

47” (119 cm)

Maximum wheel width

20” (50.8 cm)

Maximum wheel weight

450 lbs (204 kg)

Dimensions (W x D x H)

52” x 54” x 31” (132 x 137 x 78.7 cm)

Shipping weight

880 lbs (399 kg)

Power requirements

230V 1Ph 60Hz

Standard Accessories
Tire lever

Wheel clamp pliers

Wing-nut

Star adapter for 22.5” - 24.5” wheels

Center adapter (220 & 280 mm)

Optional Accessories
Star adapter for 19.5” wheels

ST4020798

Truck cone kit (135 - 164 mm)

ST4021247

Large bead lifting lever

ST4004461

Centering cone (176 mm)

ST0023506

Centering cone (202 mm)

ST4023775

Tire mounting paste

1970995

